In this paper, an energy efficient power allocation scheme is proposed for a distributed massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with a circular antenna array. Single-antenna users simultaneously transmit signal to the base station (BS) with a large number of distributed antennas. The tight approximation of the energy efficiency (EE) is derived in closed form expressions. Through jointly optimizing the power allocation and the antenna number of BS, an NP-hard problem is formulated to maximize the EE. The equal power allocation is proved to be optimal given the total transmit power and the number of antennas. Finally, the optimal antenna number is determined by one dimension search. It is noteworthy that the NP-hard problem is solved by one dimension search. Simulation results validate the accuracy and the low-complexity of our proposed scheme.
Introduction
With the world-wide popularization of fourth-generation networks, mobile data traffic and the number of user equipments (UEs) are increasing exponentially. To satisfy the growing requirement, key technologies have been proposed and studied recently for fifth-generation (5G) networks [1, 2] .
Related Work
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with a large antenna array is a promising technology to satisfy the high requirement of 5G. In a massive MIMO system, the base station (BS) equipped with a hundreds of antennas simultaneously provides services for tens of UEs in the same time-frequency resource [3] . Benefiting from the large-scale antenna array, the energy can be concentrated into narrow beams towards receivers. Compared with traditional MIMO systems, massive MIMO systems can achieve higher spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) [4] .
A tight lower bound of achievable rate was derived for the multi-cell multi-user uplink MIMO systems in [5] . Ngo et al. derived exact uplink rate, the symbol error rate (SER), and the outage probability for the uplink of massive single-input multiple-output systems (SIMO) [6] . Zhao et al. derived a tight lower bound of area spectrum efficiency (ASE) for the downlink of a massive MIMO system with zero-forcing (ZF) precoding [7] . Lin et al. derived an approximate expression of the SE for the downlink with maximum-radio transmission (MRT) precoding [8] .
To satisfy an achievable rate requirement, Ngo et al. proved that the transmit power of UEs can be made inversely proportional to the number of antennas when the channel state information (CSI) is available at the BS [9] . By contrast, the power consumption of the RF circuits grew linearly with the antenna number. Therefore, the EE is an important metric of 5G networks, since it represents the ratio between the SE and the total power consumption. Ha et al. proved that the EE is quasi-concave with respect to (w.r.t.) the number of antennas [10] . Emil et al. analyze how to maximize the EE by optimizing the transmit power of UEs, active users, and antenna number [11] . A power allocation scheme was proposed to maximize the EE of the downlink massive MIMO system with MRT precoding [12] . Ng et al. investigated power allocation, subcarrier allocation, and antenna allocation policies to improve the EE in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) downlink massive MIMO systems. To solve the NP-hard problem, an efficient iterative algorithm was proposed based on fractional programming [13] . Chunk-based resource allocation was proposed through maximizing the throughput under a total transmit power constraint for OFDMA systems [14, 15] . Base on Dinkelbach's method, an energy-efficient resource allocation algorithm was proposed for multi-cell OFDMA systems with limited backhaul capacity [16] . A low complexity distributed algorithm was proposed to solve the energy efficient user association problem in massive MIMO enabled heterogeneous networks [17] . Emil et al. analyzed and optimized the EE of massive MIMO systems with non-ideal hardware [18] .
The achievable rates of cell-boundary users is relatively low due to the path loss. Distributed antenna systems (DAS) can mitigate the near-far problem by using distributed radio remote heads (RRHs) [19] . To reap all the benefits of massive MIMO and DAS, the combination of them has recently been hotly studied. The average SE and the the cell edge SE were compared in downlink multi-cell DAS systems [20] . Senanayake et al. derived closed-form expressions for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the symbol error probability (SEP), and the achievable rate for distributed massive MIMO with zero forcing [21] . The SE of centralized and distributed massive MIMO systems were respectively analyzed and compared [22] . A closed-form optimal precoding scheme was derived to maximize the worst-case SNR for massive distributed MIMO systems [23] . He et al. derived an approximate EE expression for both the idealistic and the realistic power consumption models of distributed massive MIMO systems [24] . Kim et al. jointly optimized time allocation and energy beamforming to maximize the EE of distributed massive MIMO system with energy harvesting [25] .
Motivation and Contribution
For massive MIMO systemS with circularly distributed antennas, higher achievable rates can be achieved with the increase of the transmit power and the number of antennas [26] . Meanwhile, the total power consumption increases as the increasement of power consumption of RF circuits and the transmit power. Inspired by this fact, we jointly optimized the transmit power, the power allocation coefficients, and the number of antennas to maximize the EE. The main contributions of this work are summarized as:
• A tight EE expression is derived in closed-form for the distributed massive MIMO system with circular antenna array.
•
To maximize the EE, an optimization problem was formulated to jointly determine the transmit power, power allocation, and the number of antennas. Further, the NP-hard problem is solved by one-dimension search.
• For a given number of antennas and the total transmit power, the optimal power allocation coefficients are derived in closed-form expressions.
• For a given number of antennas, the optimal total transmit power is derived in closed-form.
To further maximize the EE, the number of transmit antennas are optimized by one-dimension search.
• Simulation results validate the accuracy and the low-complexity of our proposed scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model. The EE are analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 formulates the joint optimization problem and proposes an optimal method with low complexity. Simulation results are provided in Section 5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
System Model
Similarly to [26] , we consider the uplink of the single-cell multi-user massive MIMO system as shown in Figure 1 , where the BS is equipped with large-scale antennas located on a circle with radius r. The BS equipped with N antennas serves K single-antenna UEs with the same time frequency resource. On one hand, the path-loss fading can be effectively reduced by the distributed antennas. On the other hand, it is more easy to connect the circularly located BS antennas by optical fibres. Similarly to [9] , we assume that N K. All antennas connect with central processing unit through high-speed fiber. The channel fading keeps invariant in one time block, but changes independently from one block to another. We assume that the perfect channel state information is available at the BS by reciprocity in the time division duplex system. Based on the perfect CSI available at the BS, ZF linear technique is used to detect the data from the UEs. Assuming that the channel fading between the n-th antenna of BS to the k-th UE is
where h nk ∼ CN (0, 1) represents the fast fading, and β nk represents the path-loss given as
where l nk is the distance between the k-th UE and the n-th antenna of the BS, and v is the path-loss exponent. The channel vector between the BS and the k-th UE is
The channel matrix between the BS and all K UEs is given as
Denote s k ∼ CN (0, 1) as the normalized data symbol from UE k; i.e., E{ x 2 } = 1. P is the total transmit power of all the UEs, and θ = (θ 1 , · · · , θ k , · · · , θ K ) is the power allocation vector. That is, the transmit power of the k-th UE is Pθ k . The N × 1 vector of the received signal at the BS is
where n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2 (i.e., n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I M )).
The linear detector matrix is given as A = G H G −1 G H . After linear processing, the received signal can be given as
The received signal from the k-th UE is given as
where a k is the k-th column of matrix A. Note that the interference terms are eliminated by ZF detector.
Energy Efficiency Analysis
The achievable rate of the k-th UE is given as
Then, the sum-rate of the uplink massive MIMO system can be given as
Denoted as P sum , the total power consumption of the system consists of four parts; i.e.,
where P 0 denotes the basic power consumption of the system, P c is the circuit power consumption per the radio frequency (RF) chain, and ξ is the power amplifier efficiency. The EE η EE can be expressed as
Theorem 1. The EE η EE of the distributed massive MIMO system can be tightly approximated by the following deterministic valueη
Proof. Similarly to [26] , the achievable rate of the k-th user falls in the interval of [R k1 , R k2 ] or [R k2 , R k1 ] when N is large, where
and
In addition, we have |R k1 − R k2 | < 0.6. Thus, the sum-rate R sum can be tightly approximated bȳ
Combining (10), we can conclude the proof.
Energy Efficiency Optimization

Problem Formulation
It can be seen from (12) that the EE is a function w.r.t. the number of antennas, the total transmit power, and the power allocation coefficients. In this section, we aim to determine the optimal system parameters N, P, and θ. The optimization problem can be formulated as
where N th is a predefined threshold of the massive MIMO system. The power allocation vector θ contains K dependent variables. Thus, the exhaustive search has exponential complexity w.r.t. the number of UEs, which leads to computational infeasibility. In the following subsections, we aim to propose an optimal algorithm with low complexity to solve the NP-hard non-convex problem.
Optimal Power Allocation for Given P and N
To solve the optimization problem, we first calculated the optimal θ for given P and N. Given P and N, P 1 can be converted to
It is straightforward to prove thatη EE achieves the maximal only when θ 1 + · · · + θ k + · · · + θ K = 1. Thus, we can rewrite P 2 as
Theorem 2. Given P and N, the equal power allocation is optimal which can maximize the EEη EE ; i.e.,
Proof. When N is large enough, the EEη EE can be approximated bỹ
Letting
v−1 , P 3 can be reformulated as
Then, P 3 is equivalent to maximizing ∏ K k=1 θ k with the constraint
It is straightforward that θ = 1. This completes the proof. Remark 1. It can be observed from Theorem 2 that the optimal θ * that maximizes the EE for different P and N is the same, so θ * is also the optimal solution of P 1 .
Optimal P for Given N
After obtaining θ * , the optimization problem P 1 can be reformulated as P 5 for given N.
where
Theorem 3. Given N, the optimal transmit power P * which maximizes the EEη EE is given as
, and the corresponding EE is
Proof. Since EE is a quasiconcave function w.r.t. P, the first-order derivative shall be zero to maximize EE. Thus, the optimal transmit power should satisfy the following equation:
which can be reformulated as
Then, we can conclude that
Substituting t = ln
Thus, t can be expressed as
where W is the lambert W function defined as t = W(t)e W(t) . Thus, the optimal transmit power P * can be given as
Substituting (30) into the objective function of P 5 , we havē
This completes the proof.
Optimal N
After obtaining the optimal power allocation and the total transmit power for the given number of antennas. It can be seen from (31) that the maximized EEη * EE is a function w.r.t. N. Thus, we can obtain the optimal number of antennas by one-dimension exhaustive search. It is noteworthy that the NP-hard problem is solved by simple one-dimension exhaustive search w.r.t. N.
Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we will verify the tightness of our closed-form expressions. The path-loss exponent is set as v = 3.8. Unless stated otherwise, we set ξ = 1, r = 200 m, K = 10, P c = 30 mW, σ 2 = −90 dBm, and P 0 = 40 dBm. Since the EE depends on the path-loss, we only adopt one realization of the spatial distribution of UEs to evaluate our performance. The distances from UEs to the the centre of the distributed circle are set as [60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600] m. Figure 2 shows the EE versus the number of antennas. The graph indicates that EE is concave with the number of antennas. In addition, the derived closed-form expressions are in agreement with the simulation results. Figure 3 compares our closed-form power allocation and the optimal power allocation using exhaustive search in terms of the EE. It shows that our closed-form power allocation agrees reasonably well with the optimal power allocation when the number of antennas is large enough. Figure 4 illustrates the EE versus the total transmit power. It indicates that EE is concave with the total transmit power. Figure 5 plots the optimal total transmit power versus the number of antennas. Figure 6 shows the maximized EE versus the number of antennas. As expected, the maximized EE becomes larger when the circuit power per RF chain decreases. Total transmit power P (dBm) Maximized EE η * EE (bps/Hz/W) P c =30mW P c =40mW P c =50mW Figure 6 . The maximized energy efficieny versus the number of antennas.
Conclusions
We investigate and optimize the energy efficiency of the uplink of a massive MIMO system with circularly distributed antennas. The energy efficiency is tightly approximated by a closed-form expression. To maximize the energy efficiency, the power allocation, the total transmit power, and the number of antennas are jointly optimized and determined. Given the number of antennas and the total transmit power, the optimal power allocation coefficients are derived in closed-form. Given the number of antennas, the total transmit power and the maximized EE are verified functions w.r.t. the number of antennas. Then, the NP-hard problem can be solved by one-dimension search.
